Technology

Counsel for the rapidly
evolving technology
sector

Related Practice
Areas
Alternative Lending
& Other Non-Bank
Financial Services
Banking & Financial
Services
Blockchain & Digital
Currency
Cloud Computing,
Licensing, &
Transactions

Nelson Mullins' attorneys working in technology law bring a combination of
technical knowledge, business acumen and transactional experience. Our
holistic approach to technology law can help

Corporate &
Securities
Cybersecurity &
Data Breach
Response

• technology startups, growing tech companies and investors structure financing
agreements and deals, including angel and private equity deals.

Cybersecurity &
Privacy

• companies in the research-and-development phase that are looking to secure
intellectual property rights.

E-Discovery Encompass

• purchasers of technology products or services seeking to negotiate licensing, cloud,
outsourcing, or other agreements.
• companies seeking to protect their data from cyber threats and leveraging
technology for their business operations, including electronic contracting,
blockchain, IoT and more.
A holistic approach that combines multiple legal disciplines
Technology law exists at the intersection of multiple disciplines, requiring an integrated
of clients’ needs. Nelson Mullins’ work in technology includes transactional
representation for the acquisition and disposition of technology products, as well as
intellectual property work and negotiations with suppliers and purchases of technology
products. Our attorneys bring balanced perspectives to issues ranging from contracts
and corporate governance to M&A and litigation.

Interdisciplinary work addressing the many issues facing tech companies

E-Discovery &
Information
Governance
Electronic
Signatures &
Contracting
Emerging Growth &
Venture Capital
FinTech
General Counsel
Services
Government
Relations
Health IT
Intellectual Property

• Artificial Intelligence
• Blockchain

Mergers &
Acquisitions

• Cloud Computing

Outsourcing

• Cognitive Computing
• Electronic Signatures and Contracting

Payments & Digital
Commerce

• Internet of Things

Private Equity
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• Joint Ventures
• Licensing
• M&A

Public Company
Compliance &
Counseling

• Privacy and Security

Records &
Information
Governance

• Software and Hardware

Securities Offerings

• Outsourcing

• Software audits and litigation
• Technology Transfer

Applying proven business law experience to new technology markets
With more than 30 technology attorneys, as well as additional resources from related
disciplines within the firm, Nelson Mullins assembles multidisciplinary teams
appropriate to each unique technology product, transaction or issue. Our team includes
attorneys who teach law school technology courses and professional seminars on the
business of technology, as well as former technology professionals and in-house
counsel who bring practical business perspectives and client insights to our client
relationships.

Why Nelson Mullins?
• Holistic advice on technology matters
• Business sense, practical approach and flexible fee structures
• Interdisciplinary team with balanced perspectives
• Experience representing suppliers and purchasers of technology products and services
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